Abstract. We study disordered systems at and near quantum phase transitionsD which are transitions at zero temperature that are driven by quantum instead of thermal uctuations. Special emphasis is put on the so-called Griths-McCoy regions surrounding these transitions in magnetic systemsD where various susceptibilities are found to be divergent for T ! H without the system being critical. We present a phenomenological picture for uncorrelated and weakly or strongly correlated disorder and check it for various models. In higher dimensions the phenomena seem to be connected to a percolation transition.
Introduction
Quantum phase transitions are phase transitions at zero temperature driven by quantum uctuations rather than thermal uctuations. If disorder is involvedD as in random magnetsD in amorphous bosonic systems or at the Mott-Anderson transitionD one encounters new features that are usually absent in pure systems. In particular at a quantum critical point one observes new universality classes with an strongly anisotropic scaling of space and @imaginaryA time. Moreover one nds regions in the phase diagramD where various susceptibilities diverge without the system being criticalD commonly referred to as quantum Griths-McCoy phases ID PD Q. The latter is most prominent in the context of random transverse Ising modelsD being realized by e.g. the dipolar Ising system LiHo x Y 1 x F 4 RD however also occur as Bose glass phase of localized bosons in amorphous superconducting lms SD Helium-R in or on aerogels TD or disordered Josephson junction arrays. MoreoverD it has been argued that experimentally observed non-Fermi liquid behavior in f-electron compounds featuring continuously varying exponents are a manifestation of a Griths phase V. These quantum Griths singularities can be parameterized by a single dynamical exponent z@AD varying continuously with the distance from the critical point. One of the most intriguing questions is whetherD although describing dierent physicsD z@A merges with the critical dynamical exponent z crit when approaching the critical point 3 H. Another isD whether typical and averaged quantities scale dierently at the critical point. In one space dimension considerable progress has been made in understanding these issues WD IHD I I . HoweverD in higher dimensions one has to rely on quantum Monte-Carlo methods and progress can only be made by a signicant computational eort IQD I S D I T .
The random transverse Ising model and its critical point
In this paper we describe the phenomenology of the Griths-McCoy phase in a general framework including the eects of correlated disorder in disordered transverse Ising models. The reason for considering correlated disorderD besides academic interestD is that it has been argued V that the non-fermi liquid behavior observed in rare earth alloys might be the manifestation of the Griths-McCoy singularities occurring in an eective modelD a transverse eld spin-IGP model Ising model with correlated disorder. To be specic we consider here model for a disordered quantum magnet with a strong Ising anisotropy and transverse eldsX In one dimension bond or site dilution leads to a fragmentation of the system into niteD homogeneous chain segments. This is a nice toy modelD which does notD however have a phase transition and therefore we consider dilution only for d ! P. In generalD for p above the percolation threshold p > p c in the diluted case @p a I in d a IAD the quantum system described by eq. @IA has a second order phase transition at zero temperature that manifests itself in specic macroscopic properties of the ground state and low lying excitations. A critical value c for the transverse eld strength separates a disordered or paramagnetic phase for > c from an ordered phase for < c . In Id this point is exactly know due to the fact that the model is self-dual hereD the critical point being simply given implicitly by the equation ln J i;i+1 av a ln i av D where : : : av indicated the average over the distribution of the disorder distributionsD i.e. the bonds and elds @note that for the pure case this yields c a JA. In higher dimensions the critical point is generally not known and has to be determined numerically. The transition is characterized by a diverging length scale $ j c j and a vanishing characteristic frequency ! $ ÁE $ z . The latter is the quantum H. Rieger: Critical and off-critical singularities analog of critical slowing down4 in the critical dynamics of classicalD thermally driven transitions. Together with a third critical exponentD dening the anomalous dimension of the order parameter eld @the magnetizationAD the thermal exponent and the dynamical exponent z give a complete description of the transition via a set of scaling relations. In Id it is by n o w w ell established WD I H D I I that various physical quantities have a logarithmically broad distributionD which forces one to discriminate between average and typical properties. For instance the typical correlation length diverges with an exponent typ a ID whereas the average diverges with av a P. It turns out that it is not the energy gap but its logarithm that scales with system size and distance from the critical pointD giving rise to an exponential rather than algebraic decrease of the energy gap with system sizeX ÁE $ exp@ aL 1=2 A. This means that z a I and since the inverse gap corresponds to a characteristic relaxation or tunneling time it is reminiscent of an activated dynamics scenario in conventional spin glasses or random eld systems. MoreoverD away from the critical point the time dependent correlations still decay algebraically although the spatial correlation length is nite. In this so-called Griths-McCoy region ID P near the QPT various susceptibilities are still divergent depending on a particular parameter z@AD the dynamical exponent in the Griths-McCoy phaseD which characterizes the strengths of the singularities encountered in a distance away from the QPT Q. AgainD in Id this scenarioD QPT and Griths-McCoy regionD has been worked out in much detail WD IH. Various powerful analytical and numerical toolsD which are specic for one space dimensionD facilitate the thorough study of this paradigmatic system. To obtain an understanding for the underlying physics responsible for such an unusual behavior and to get an intuitive idea of what to expect in higher dimension it is useful to have the phenomenological picture in mind that we are going to present now.
The Griths-McCoy phase: O-critical singularities
The origin of the Griths-McCoy singularities emerging in the paramagnetic @and also in the ferromagneticA phase well away from the critical point are strongly coupled clusters @SCCA of arbitrary size @which occur with a probability that decreases monotonicallyD and often very fastD with increasing cluster size. What a SCC is becomes most evident in the diluted caseX here they are simply the connected compact clusters occurring for concentrations below the percolation threshold p < p c . For the binary distribution these are analogously clusters that contain dominantly spins interacting via the strong coupling constant J 2 . For a continuous distribution like the uniform case it is more dicult to dene a SCCD howeverD it is straightforward in a more general framework WD I H . Thus one ingredient for estimating the anomalous behavior of the system @anomalous with respect to the normal behavior of the pure system in the o-critical regionA is the probability P SCC @V A with which such a SCC of volume V occurs @more precisely it is the probability with which a spin belongs to s SCC of volume V A. For uncorrelated disorder this is simply exponentially small in the volume @e.g. for the diluted case it is P SCC @V A a p Obviously in a SCC the spins have the tendency to order @ferromagneticallyA when one is close enough to the critical point. This local order manifests itself in a v ery long relaxation timeD in the classical case IP a s w ell as in the quantum mechanical case we are considering here. An estimate for the zero temperature relaxationD or tunnelingD time of a SCC of volume V isD via rst order perturbation theoryD
where is a constant. It is the fact that @V A is exponentially large in the volume @and not the surface of the SCC as in the classical case IPA which leads to drastic consequencesD singularities and even divergences in physical observables in the ocritical region near a QPT. The cluster distribution P SCC @V A translates via @PA in a probability distribution for relaxation times @more precisely the probability for a spin to relax with a characteristic relaxation time AX
for uncorr: dis: 1 expf c= Á @ln A g for weakly corr: dis: 1 fc= Á ln@Ag for strongly corr: dis: @QA The constant constant c=D which depends on the distance from the critical point through the geometric constant c andGor the stiness constant D is related to a dynamical exponent z@AD since it occurs naturally in a dimensionless scaling combination of length and time scaleX In a nite system of linear dimension L the probability for a spin to belong to a SCC of a particular volume V is proportional to the system size 
@SA
where 0 is a microscopic lower cut-o-time and the last equality is for uncorrelated disorderD which yields an algebraic decay. For weakly correlated one gets a decay t h a t is slower than algebraic and for strongly correlated disorder a logarithmically slow decayD similar to the ultra-slow relaxation at the critical point i n I d IID I R . . For correlated disorderD these algebraic singularities become even stronger. Before we present the results that support the above phenomenological pictureD let us emphasis that the dynamical exponent z@A i s not a critical exponentD at least not in the usual sense. As we h a ve pointed out aboveD the spatial correlations are short ranged in the o-critical region T a HD only correlations in @imaginaryA time areD on averageD long ranged. One might call the regionD where this happens a semi-critical lineD since the system is only half4 criticalD namely in the @imaginaryA time direction. One of the most important question here isD how do these o-critical singularities inuence the critical behavior at a Hc In particularD is there a relation between the dynamical critical exponent z crit and the limit lim !0 z@Ac The Griths-McCoy singularities are completely induced by the disorder and its localD time-independent @quenchedA uctuationsD whereas critical behavior is usually of totally dierent origin. In particular one might imagine that the collective critical behavior involving length scales overrules the disorder eects. To make the story shortX in Id disorder completely determines the critical behavior of the system @e.g. z crit a lim !0 z@AAD and there are strong indications that this holds in higher dimensionsD too.
3.1 The one-dimensional case: Analytical and numerical results Let us now proceed with the presentation of results conrming the above picture. First we consider the Id caseD in which v arious analytically exact predictions exist and which can serve u s also as a test for the numerical methods for higher dimensions. In Id a connection with Siani9s model for anomalous diusion in a disordered environment yields an exact result for the dynamical exponent in the Griths-McCoy phase IR. It is given b y the implicit equation A and the asymptotic value lim !1 z@A a I . The thick points are the numerical estimates obtained via the analysis of the probability distribution of the gap as it is exemplied in the right gure. RightX The integrated gap probability distribution L@ln 1A in the disordered phase @ > IA for a P. The dynamical exponent z@A is extracted from the expected asymptotic form ln L@ln 1A a I =z@A l n 1 Cconst which is a straight line when using a logarithmic scale on the y-axis. Thus I=z@ a P A H:TP.
Note that for large D i.e. far away from the critical pointD there is essentially no system size dependenceD since the spatial correlation length is expected to be small. for the logarithm @which is more convenientA of the gaps. In Fig. I one can see that the integrated probability distribution for low energies is approximately a straight line on a log-log plot and from the slope one can estimate I=z@A quite accurately. A comparison with the exact data in Fig. I shows a good agreement. By approaching the critical point the numerical estimate of z@A becomes dicultX now nite size eects become harder to control since the correlation length diverges and an estimate of the slope of L is only possible if L > . The fact that lim !1 z@A a I implies that the distribution of gaps becomes logarithmically broad IH.
The diluted model:
The percolation transition as a QPT Next let us consider higher dimensions d > ID and here we focus on uncorrelated disorder exclusively. We start with the diluted caseD which is specialD since here a percolation transition determines the critical and o-critical singularities. We focus on the region around the percolation threshold p a p c at small enough transverse elds D where the transition line in a p-phase diagram is vertical ITD see 3.3 The random ferromagnet in d > I Thus for the diluted case in higher dimension d > I w e encounter a situation that is very similar to d a I . HoweverD the underlying physics in the diluted case is a geometric phenomenonD the percolation transitionD which is absent for other generic distributions like the uniform distributionD which w e study next. Via extensive q u a n tum Monte-Carlo simulations that utilize a continuous imaginary time cluster algorithm ISD which i s v ery much in the spirit of other continuous time quantum Monte-Carlo algorithms IUD IVD the phase diagram of this system has been estimated recently IS. The QPT of this system turns out to be located at c % R:P ISD so that for larger than this value spatial correlations should be short ranged. HoweverD due to the presence of strongly coupled regions in the system the probability distribution of excitation energies @essentially inverse tunneling times for these ferromagnetically ordered clustersA becomes extremely broad. Consequently we expect the probability distribution of local susceptibilities to have an algebraic tail at T a H IHD Q @ln loc A % d z@ A ln loc @IPA where @ln loc A is the probability for the logarithm of the local susceptibility i at site i to be larger than ln loc . The dynamical exponent z@ A varies continuously with the distance from the critical point and parameterizes the strengths of the GrithsMcCoy singularities also present in other observables. At nite temperatures is chopped o at D and close to the critical point one expects nite size corrections as long as L or are smaller than the spatial correlation length or imaginary correlation timeD respectively. We used IHHH and averaged over at least SIP samples. In Fig. Q we show as an example data for @ln loc A a t a T :H. From the asymptotic slopes H:QW one derives via @IPA the estimates z@ a T A a S :I. Collecting the estimates for z@ A
for other values of one gets strong indications for a divergence lim ! c z@ A a ID as already observed in the one-dimensional case. This concurs with investigations at the critical pointD where z crit is also found to be innite PI. One is confronted with the intriguing questionD why the one-dimensional and the twodimensional random bond ferromagnet in a random transverse eld behave v ery simi-larD at the quantum critical point a s w ell as in the Griths-McCoy phase. One might speculateD from the viewpoint of the real space renormalization group treatment carried through for the one-dimensional case WD that the disorder in the two-dimensional case renormalizes via the decimation of bonds and sites to a kind of randomness that is reminiscent of bond or site dilutionD for which a percolation transition occurs where z can be shown to diverge IT. ThusD bearing such a R G picture in mindD also in the fully connected random bond ferromagnet the critical point i s g o verned by a percolation x-point as the diluted case and the physics emerging here @quantum activated The 4ordered4 phase is the superuid or superconducting phaseD the Mott-lobes are insulating and incompressibleD the Bose glass phase is insulating but compressible. Point I at the tip of the lobes denotes a multicritical pointD the point Q is the generic Bose glass to superuid transitionD which i s actually a localization transition. At point P the gap closes when entering the Bose glass phase due to local low-energy excitations. RightX The probability distribution P @ln loc A of the local susceptibility for various values of K < KC a H:PRU in the Bose glass phase @ Á a H :S; a H :SA. The system size is L a T and a PHH. For K a H :IWD also data for L a R and L a IH are shownD which is indistinguishable from L a T . The dashed line has slope ID which implies d=z@KA a ID i.e. z@KA a d@a zcritA a P .
